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 . .  .  .  .   
 
 Hey Eddie. You coming?” Steven the Spent’s twang seemed next to him but may have 
been fifty yards away. 

Yo. Coming? Charley the Meek added. Big baritone like a crashing boulder in this small 
canyon.  

Eddie Bamberg waited for Cary the Mutt’s voice to add the tenor. Cary the Mutt, the 
quiet one, humble and dependable, the expert hiker, the leader who always hung out in the 
middle of the pack, the unassuming one. The mutt. But Cary didn’t call. Eddie might have 
answered him without hesitation, but the others had to repeat their shouts. 

You coming? 
Yo. 
Be there in a while, he called back, heard his echo.They’d be there too, not waiting for 

him but lying naked indolent and flat on the broad sloping rocks, the pourovers, once washed 
smooth and in the bright sun blindingly clean by rushing falls,  still guiding seasonal flash floods 
down the canyon to the talus and the vegetation and finally the small river in the canyon floor. 
That’s what they said they were going to do, at any rate. 

But they had also said they were going to first soak in the cold water of the tubs up here 
where Eddie stood, dressed in climbing shoes and shorts, contemplating the three to five foot 
depths, at the stage preliminary to deciding whether to enter them and submerge himself or to 
cop out like his buddies and content himself with a dry bath in the hot sunshine. The water would 
be really cold, they had told him. It would be frigid, would feel close to freezing, he had no 
doubt about it as he studied a green glassy trickle bleeding from a small cave beside him down a 
fivefoot rocky shoot to the first of a series of tublike pools, each six to eight feet below the other 
and receiving overflow from it. From here he couldn’t see the source of the spilloff in the cave 
but he heard it, a small falls dropping from fifty or so feet on the other side of the enormous rock 
behind and above him, its splashing affusion the one sonorous constant in the canyon’s silence 
with his friends silent now among the rocks and jojoba bushes, the mesquite trees and the thorny 
ocotillas somewhere out of sight below.  

He had never liked cold water touching his delicate skin which bore lightly neither snowy 
cold nor heat dry or muggy, never liked it at all save for drink or frugal splashing on his face 
during some summer’s exertion. But now, at middle age, he suddenly felt the need for a 
challenge, a negation, a leap, an immersion, and if his manhood shriveled into hardened wrinkled 
little seeds good only as feed for scrotal vermin, well at least he would have tested himself,. He 
had told the others he wouldn’t do it. 

Come on, man, you’ve got to try it, Cary the Mutt had said that morning as they cut up 
carrots and apples. A dozen years younger than Eddie, Cary  had climbed this and other nearby 
canyons often enough to give individual cacti, the ones that left tears or poisons in him, their 
own names, names like Wild Bill or Whorehouse Slim or simply The Bitch, nothing too 
imaginative, not that Cary could ever be accused of having a fertile imagination, and he would 
warn the others ahead of him on the narrow rocks and ledges where to expect them. “The tubs 
will cure what ails you.” 



And if nothing ails you, added Charley the Meek, you’ll come out of them sufficiently 
purified to ward off ailments for the next fifty years. 

I hate cold water. Simple as that. Eddie folded his pocket knife and dropped the snacks 
into his small backpack and zipped it closed.  

I  guarantee you, my friend, said Charley, you’ll never hate it again after you’ve been in 
it. 

Steven the Spent knitted his brow, growled, How can you not believe him, he of that 
melodious voice, that voice of the lark, the voice that only chirps the euphony of truth? 

The euphony of truth? Jesus, man. Eddie turned to Steven, “I’m not going in, guys. I 
want to hate it. I’ve always hated icy goddamn water, hated it all my days, always will hate it, I 
feel real comfortable hating it, and I don’t see any reason to sacrifice my little comfort today 
thank you very much. 

Okay, but we’re going in. Stark naked. There’s nothing like it. Right guys? 
You’ll see, Eddie, Charley said. When you see us splashing like a bunch of friggin flies 

in that water, you’ll jump right in with us. 
If you don’t, added Steven, you’d better stay far away, because we’ll splash your sorry 

ass. Barenaked or fully clothed.  
Now, his bare toes bending down the rounded edge of the smooth slatey rock, Eddie 

Bamberg gazed at the clear spring water and the mossy bottom and walls, the irony of his absent 
challengers a memory alive just enough to bend his lips into a wry smile. He stared like a suicide 
before a jump, and his was almost as empty as a suicide’s soul, but it wasn’t numbness that held 
him aloof so much as a vague sense, a wordless intuition, a fluttering foreboding, standing there 
at the edge of what seemed like a precipice under the hot November sun, gazing into that icy 
mountain tub, knowing that he was going to slip into it, that he was going to do something that 
the strength of his aversion had always prevented him from even contemplating, and sensing, 
intuiting, knowing even that something new and novel in his life was going to ensue from this 
immersion, that this strange unforeseen set of affairs – his friends’ unexpected abandonment and 
his own audacious change of heart – was going to open some new pathway exhilarating and 
alarming and fraught with terror  and that his friends wouldn’t be privileged to follow. Not that 
they would escape or had escaped from their own runins with pain, he thought, it’s always there, 
he thought, waiting for us all. But this path this adventure and the unknowable torment it would 
most likely engender, this was his, he thought, and his alone. 

He bent down and untied the thick laces of his shoes and slipped off his wool socks 
soggy with sweat. The huge rock he stood on formed the thick curled lower lip of the black cave 
mouth from which the narrow emerald trickle of fresh water seeped. The gracefully eroded lip 
wore motley: emerging from a shadowed corner, a blanched slope guided the green effluence 
down to the tub and gave over to a pattern beige, citron, amber, brown ocher, and something like 
verdigris, the whole a variegation warm to the gaze and hot to the touch under the relentless sun, 
but plenty cool to contemplate, Eddie thought.  

.  .  .  .  . 
Yo Eddie, what you up to? . . .  
It was Charley the Meek, calling to him from some rock below. Yo Eddie! He himself 

was in the water, naked . . . Cold and serene, he did not know what was happening to him. He 
heard Charley call again and then Steven, his twangy voice and laughter piercing the dry air. He 
heard a shrill whistle but did not stir, he had never felt anything like this, he felt almost like 
weeping. Lately his emotions, the whole gamut of them but most often the wringing ones, had 



been seeking his attention with increasing frequency and intensity whenever he was alone and 
occasionally with others, even surrounded by them, but mostly alone, and now, submerged to his 
shoulders, his feet numb to the slick algae they seemed attached to and his body seemingly 
suspended in a kind of petrified cleanness, they surged through his head as if seeking an outlet 
uproarious and reverberant. As though there were no alternative to bursting open he lowered his 
head and propelled himself face downward into the icy water and he swam in a slow crawl 
across the pool until his hand touched the far rocky wall and he raised his head and shook it and 
never felt as new. 

Well I’ll be damned, said a voice, the voice of Steven, jocular, full of life. Look who’s in 
the water. 

How about that, Charley said, the man who claimed he hated cold water. 
I can’t get enough of this, Eddie Bamberg said. Arms akimbo on the tub’s rocky edge, 

chin resting on them. I never imagined . . . 
Hey, we told you, didn’t we. 
You did. He dipped his head, shook it off. You also told me you’d be in here too. What’s 

up? 
Steven glanced at Eddie, shrugged, placed a slice of apple in his mouth. He took a couple 

of chews and said Cary was anxious to play ocotillo and spread himself out on the rocks to drink 
up some sun. 

Some rum? 
No, sun. That bright yellow thing up there drawing sweat out of us in the middle of 

November.  
I don’t feel no sun, Eddie said. No sweat either.Nothing but cold. I feel like a bottle of 

beer in a cooler of ice, god it’s good. 
Cures what ailsya, Charley said. All you need is the beer. 
 Well get the hell in here then. You can have the cold now and the beer later. He pushed 

himself away a few feet and stood straight, the water armpit high. What are you doing standing 
around out there? 

Maybe we ought to, Steven said. He bit into a carrot and gazed at the cobalt sky. But the 
lure of the baking ceremony is too strong. The offering of our tender parts to the sun. 

In the sun they stretch, Charley added. No shrinkage for us. You can have that, old man. 
Fine with me, Eddie thought as they disappeared behind some parched crags. The quiet 

was what he wanted now, the solitude. He’d join them shortly, probably very shortly, when the 
cold began to constrict him, to slow his blood, anesthetize his brain, he closed his eyes and 
stopped breathing, he felt his face descend slowly neck and chin and lax mouth, breathless nose 
and fragile ear cartilage eyelids and forehead and curlyheaded scalp, feeling full each stage of the 
frigid assault, himself an image in his own mind of sculpted ice transparent and aglimmer. He 
lowered himself to the pool’s floor, softly thrashing, he held his breath as long as he could and 
then, feeling his senses slipping from him, he slowly rose and broke the surface, knowing that 
this event, surely leading into some new and maybe already half-sensed direction, would could 
never be repeated. . .  

.  .  .  .  . 
As he stood naked on the rock forming the lip of his tub overlooking the two smaller 

basins cut out of the broad cascade of pourovers a few steps below, Ed Bamberg felt serene and 
smooth as the cobalt sky and he was drying off and warming up quickly now in the bright 
fouro’clock heat. . . . 



A thin sound thwik caught his attention and he felt something stinging sharp brush his 
calf and Ed Bamberg leaped and caught his balance and as his eyes shot down to his naked legs 
they caught a quick movement on a small outcropping below and followed it until the object hit 
against a brush and stopped upright. He saw a green spotted thing, roundish and upright, and in a 
moment he identified it as a sizable segment of a prickly pear. A fucking prickly pear, he said 
aloud, gaping. I got hit by a flying piece of prickly pear. What the fuck. 

He stared at the object fifty feet away as if faced with a cosmic mystery, he shook his 
head as though clearing it of a load of dust. I got hit by a goddamn prickly pear standing out here 
by myself halfway up a rocky canyon only a dozen people at a time are let into. He whirled 
around and looked up a path to a ledge mostly hidden by aspens and he saw a figure, a stubby 
overweight form, thick arms at an angle to his barrelshaped torso, eggwhite face with little onyx 
eyes that appeared abutting they were so close together. Dressed all in black. That big 
broadbrimmed flatcrowned hat. The black gap where an upper front tooth fled or was pulled out 
made visible by his snarling lip. 

I just missed you, asshole, he cackled in a high sandy voice, familiar and repulsive. Your 
bare ass made a good target too. Fuck an A. He hesitated. Eddie Bamberg, tense and alert and 
frightened, easily irritated bare feet forlorn against the scars and protrusions on the rock they 
were planted on, trained his entire attention on the bulky repulsive figure. Then one of the thick 
black arms shot up and his bare hand flung another thorny cactus segment frisbeelike at a 
surprising speed and he leaped forward into the pool, moments earlier a frigid balm but now 
feeling like a death blow, and when his head rose back out of it and he shook water from his eyes 
he heard a rattling laughter, it resounded among the rocks and before it stopped the man shouted 
Next time motherfucker and slipped behind a tall upright rock.    

 
  
    


